Portex UniPerc Adjustable Flange Tracheostomy Tube

**TUBE INFORMATION**

- The UniPerc Tracheostomy Tube is a longer tube with flange which can be adjusted by the Surgeon/Intensivist to suit the individual patient
- Used in patients who have a large amount of pre-tracheal tissue (large neck)
- The tube has a high volume, low pressure cuff which can be inflated/deflated with air
  - Has a dedicated reusable (up to 29 days) inner cannula
  - Inner cannula must be regularly removed and washed with the provided cotton swab

**CLINICAL ALERTS**

- Do NOT release blue locking clamp
- Releasing the locking clamp may cause the tube to fall out
  - Measure the external tube length once per shift

  Measurement_______________________mm

**CONTACT**

Name: ________________________________________ Pager: _____________

or TRAMS pager 1291
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